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The information given in this ebook is not intended to substitute for advice from a licensed healthcare professional. If you 
have a medical condition, please consult your licensed healthcare provider before attempting any of the exercises in this 
ebook. 

The creators, producers, and distributors of this ebook disclaim all liability, injury, or loss in connection with the practices 
presented here. The information and practices are provided “as is” without warranty of any kind, either express or implied.

Use of the information and practices in this ebook is at your own risk. Not all of these practices are appropriate for everyone. 
By undertaking any of the exercises in this ebook, you assume the responsibility of knowing your own body and your limita-
tions, especially if you have any injuries, conditions, diseases, or other physical or mental-emotional limitations.

We recommend that you consult with your personal doctor, physical therapists, and/or licensed mental health clinician before 
undertaking the practices in this ebook.
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Everyone wants to feel peaceful, happy and free – this is a core teaching of 

yoga philosophy. But feeling anxious or stressed out is a pretty understandable 

response to our overly-caffeinated, face paced, high-energy, demanding 

world. Of course it’s normal to feel stressed or anxious sometimes. In fact, the 

tendency toward these feelings is hardwired into our nervous systems. 

YOU JUST WANT TO BE 
HAPPY AND HEALTHY

But excessive anxiety is something different – it can make you feel paralyzed 

and unable to do the things that used to seem normal and easy. It can impair 

the overall quality of your life. If you have anxiety, you are not alone. Anxiety 

is a challenge that affects more than 40 million Americans. It can manifest as 

unpleasant, agitated feelings in your body, feeling sweaty or cold, a racing 

heart, or an inability to breathe deeply. It can cause fatigue, headaches, back or 

neck pain, sweating, hot flashes, trembling, restlessness or irritability. 

Many people struggle to find ways to calm their bodies and minds so they 

can wind down, get enough rest, reduce insomnia, function better, and feel 

peaceful.
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ANXIETY COMES IN MANY 
DIFFERENT COLORS
Anxiety can come in different forms – PTSD, social phobia, Obsessive 

Compulsive Disorder and general anxiety disorder – just to name a few.

We live in a culture that increasingly demands more speed and productivity. 

This creates a ripe opportunity for anxiety to take hold and become a big 

problem in our lives.  Anxiety is a red flag – it’s a signal, from your body and 

mind, to let you know that something is not right. It’s telling you to pay 

attention to your feelings and what they are telling you. It’s telling you to 

change something in your life. It can also point you to a feeling of being 

disconnected from your higher power or spiritual source – resulting in a 

lack of trust and leading to worsening feelings of fear, pressure or feeling 

overwhelmed. 

Many people are prescribed medication for anxiety. And while some 

medications can help you get over short term overwhelming challenges, long 

term use of some of these medications may be extremely harmful, and can 

even cause damage to your nervous system. 

Long term strategies for managing anxiety should include natural, holistic 

solutions that work for you. Finding holistic solutions is critical to maintaining 

your health in the long term.
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ANATTA GREY

TAKING CHARGE OF ANXIETY
Anxiety creates more anxiety. The brain starts to increasingly operate as if 

everything is a threat. Once you start down the road of anxiety, it can become 

an increasingly difficult problem to manage, and it can become harder and 

harder to shift direction. Pharmaceuticals may provide a short term solution 

– but they won’t solve the underlying issue of anxiety – which is related to 

your nervous system and to your neural patterning. However, research shows 

that you can actually change your brain with practices such as meditation, 

breathing exercises, and gentle movement. 

The good news is that you have the power to take control of your anxiety, to 

make changes in your life, to find natural ways to address your anxiety and 

ultimately to heal. Here are 5 Healthy Techniques for Soothing Anxiety. Please 

know that you don’t need any equipment or any special fitness clothes, or even 

any fitness level to be able to do these practices. These practices are accessible 

to most people. If you don’t like one of them, skip it and try the next one. Most 

likely at least one of them will work for you and give you some immediate relief. 

Feel free to jump right in now and try them and start taking charge of your 

anxiety.

READ MORE ABOUT THE PHYSIOLOGY OF ANXIETY HERE

https://subtleyoga.com/2014/10/14/anxiety-using-yoga-to-shift-neurophysiology/
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PRACTICE 1: BELLY BREATHING
Sit with your hands on your lap and your eyes lowered. Feel your feet resting on 

the floor. Feel free to slip your shoes off.

We are going to focus on the sensations of the breath in the abdomen for about 

3 minutes. See if you can make your breath really smooth and even. About the 

same length for the inhale as the exhale. 

Next place your hands on your abdomen to help you focus. Gently draw your 

navel toward your spine each time you exhale. Notice your abdomen relaxing 

as you inhale. Focus specifically to your lower abdomen. Can you allow this 

area to relax more as you inhale? Take a few more breaths and try. See how soft 

you can make your navel area.

Next place one hand on your upper abdomen. Can you allow this area to relax 

a little more as you inhale? Visualize that you are breathing into your abdomen. 

Take a few more breaths. 
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Next bring your hands to your waist on each side. Notice your hands moving 

as you breathe, as if you are breathing into the sides of your body. Can you 

allow this area to relax a little more and expand as you inhale? Take a few more 

breaths here.

Now bring your hands down to your lap again, pause and notice how you feel. 

A little less anxious perhaps? A little more grounded? Remember you can use 

this practice whenever you like and the more you do it, the better you will 

become at soothing your own body and reducing your anxiety.

CHECK OUT MY INSTAGRAM VIDEOS FOR SIMPLE STRETCHING  

SOLUTIONS

We have many workshops coming up 
over the next few months in Asheville, 
Charlotte, Wilmington, Knoxville and 
online. Find out more here. 

Want to know more?

https://www.instagram.com/subtleyoga/
https://subtleyoga.com/events/
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PRACTICE 2: COUNTING 
BREATH - PROGRESSIVE  
EXHALE
Sit with your hands on your lap and your eyes closed or softly open. We are 

going to count the breath for about 5 minutes. As you breathe, count the length 

of your inhale and your exhale. Start with a count of 4 in and 4 out. If you like 

you can use a metronome (there are several free metronome apps) to help you 

count. If 4 counts in and 4 counts out feels too short of your, try 5 counts in and 

5 counts out. If it feels too long for your, try 3 counts in and 3 counts out. After 

you establish an even ratio, begin to progressively lengthen your exhale. I will 

use 4 as an example here, but you could start with a lower or higher number. 

Stop if you get to a number that feels like you are straining and return to the 

previous easeful number. This practice should always feel simple and easy, 

never strained or pushed. Never push your breath.

a. 4 inhale, 5 exhale (for 2 breaths)

b. 4 inhale, 6 exhale (for 2 breaths)

c. 4 inhale, 7 exhale (for 2 breaths)

d. 4 inhale, 8 exhale (for 10  breaths)

e. 4 inhale, 4 exhale (for 2 breaths) - to come back to a balanced breath.

When you finish breath freely and take a moment to notice how you feel and to 

notice the benefits of the practice.
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PRACTICE 3: ITSY BITSY 
CALMING
Let’s say the whole breathing thing isn’t right for you. These next three practices 

don’t involve breathing and can be really helpful. Give them a try!

Sit comfortably in a chair.

Turn your palms up.  Touch your thumbs to your index fingers on the opposite 

hand. Now we are going to swing the thumbs to the opposite index fingers. Do 

it again, nice and slowly as you watch your fingers move. Do this a few more 

times. Then try spinning in the opposite direction. Go in each direction for at 

least one minute. Move slowly and methodically, watch your fingers.

Once you get that down, you can try this next part. Move your thumbs to your 

opposite middle fingers,  then ring fingers, then pinkies. Try this again, don’t 

move too fast, maybe one second or so per finger position. Touch your thumbs 

gently into each finger and pivot. 

See if you can do this in one direction and then switch directions. If it feels 

frustrating or difficult, adopt a playful attitude. This can seem like a silly 

exercise, but it can be really helpful in creating more connectivity across the 

hemispheres of your brain and soothing anxiety.



READ HERE FOR INSIGHT INTO YOUR NERVOUS SYSTEM AND HOW NATURAL  

PRACTICES CAN HELP
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Next let’s add a positive affirmation with this practice.  It should be four 

syllables long. Here’s one you can try but if you would rather use another that’s 

okay too.  “I – Am- Peace-Ful.” You can say this out loud, or you can repeat it 

internally. Try it for about two minutes. Then stop, take a deep breath, and 

notice how you feel.

A little less anxious perhaps? A little more grounded? If you simply feel 

frustrated and confused that’s okay too! Try this one again a different day.

It requires a lot of focus and concentration and sometimes when you’re dealing 

with anxiety, those qualities are in shorter supply.

Remember you can use this practice whenever you like and the more you do 

it, the better you will become at soothing your own body and reducing your 

anxiety.

https://www.instagram.com/subtleyoga/
https://subtleyoga.com/2016/06/12/met-friend-poly-vagal/
https://subtleyoga.com/2016/06/12/met-friend-poly-vagal/


READ MORE ABOUT THIS PRACTICE HERE
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PRACTICE 4: ACUPRESSURE TO 
SOOTHE ANXIETY
What I love about this practice is that you can do it anywhere, any time and no 

one will even know that you are naturally helping yourself soothe stress and 

anxiety.

This acupressure point is called “Heart Protector 8.” I love this name because it’s 

such an accurate description of how this point helps. It protects your heart from 

the stress and anxiety that can at times feel overwhelming.

To access this point, use your opposite thumb to massage it in small circles. 

Don’t worry about being pinpoint accurate, just gently massage in a circle, 

about the size of a quarter, for about 1 minute. Then do the other hand. If you 

like you can add some deep breaths. 

When you finish, fold your hands together and notice how you feel. Take a 

moment to take in the healing benefits of the practice.

One client used this point every time she had to visit her mother in a nursing 

home. The visit made her very anxious, but she found that if she massaged 

Heart Governor 8 she was able to sit peacefully and visit her mother. Eventually 

she began to massage this point on her mother’s hands as well! Her mother 

enjoyed it and they both felt better.

https://subtleyoga.com/2009/10/07/insomnia-yoga-and-averting-the-nectar-from-falling-into-the-sun/


READ MORE ABOUT THIS PRACTICE HERE
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For this practice you will need a wall or a chair. Choose the chair if you have 

tight hamstrings, lower back issues, or simply find it hard to get in this position.

Getting your legs up regularly can have a tremendously soothing influence on 

your nervous system. This practice helps the heart reduce its workload and 

helps your whole system to calm down.

Instructions:

Place a yoga mat right up to a wall vertically. Lie down close to the wall on your 

side and scoot your hips up until they are touching the wall. Then roll on your 

back and swing your legs up the wall. Rest here for 5-20 minutes or until your 

feet feel uncomfortable. Alternatively, you can rest on the floor on your back 

with your entire lower leg, just below the knee, resting on the seat of the chair. 

When you finish, get up and go directly to bed. Allow your whole body to relax.

PRACTICE 5: LEGS UP THE  
WALL

https://subtleyoga.com/2009/10/07/insomnia-yoga-and-averting-the-nectar-from-falling-into-the-sun/
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director of Subtle®Health, LLC. Based in Asheville, North Carolina, she presents 

workshops and trainings to yoga practitioners and healthcare professionals 

internationally. Find out more about her work at www.subtleyoga.com. 
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Want more?

Come study with me! I have many 
workshops coming up over the next 
few months in Asheville, Charlotte, 
Wilmington, Knoxville and online. 
Find out more here. 
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